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Introduction

Our current monetary system is based on a mono culture, where the creation of
virtually all relevant currencies is monopolized by banks [1, p. 19–20], which makes
it prone to systematic problems such as cyclical market crashes. These problems
are hard to solve within the current system. A suggested solution is to expand the
current monetary system with community currencies. The community currencies
could be implemented using blockchains, which have gained popularity in the recent
years. This thesis studies some of today’s blockchain-based platforms and evaluates
their suitability to be the basis for a community currency.

1.1

Motivation

The current monetary system is fragile, as it rests on central banks and other
financial institutions, who, despite of their intentions, are prone to committing
actions that have destabilizing effects. The world economy is an incredibly complex
and unpredictable system, where even seemingly smart decisions by central banks
may have undesired effects in the long term [2, 3].
Money in the modern world is in practice created by commercial banks, who
grant loans to businesses and individuals [4] (as a matter of fact, money itself can be
thought of as a unit of debt [5, p. 59–61]). When a bank grants a loan, it simply adds
the loaned sum to the debtor’s account and adds an offsetting sum, consisting of the
principle and the interest, for the debtor to pay back. Therefore, no actual "central
bank money" is transferred, as opposed to what is often imagined by a layperson –
money creation is in reality a simple accounting arrangement by the bank. In fact,
most of the money in circulation is this kind of commercial bank specific money,
or "IOU"s. The role of central banks in money creation is to influence the general
propensity of getting indebted by controlling the interest rates.
The problems with this sort of monetary system arise precisely from the interest;
more specifically, from its exponentially compounding nature, as argued by Lietaer
et al. [1, p. 99–103]. In order for a debt to be paid back, new money has to be
created, since the interest is not included in the loaned sum given to the debtor. If
we assume that loans should only be granted to those endeavors that are deemed
profitable, the implication is that the economy as a whole should grow approximately
at the same rate as the money supply in order to keep inflation at bay. However, as
interest compounds exponentially, the economy should grow exponentially as well
to keep up with it. While this is a reasonable expectation in the short-term, it
becomes unsustainable in the long-term, since exponentially growing functions tend
to approach infinity very fast.
The financial crisis of 2008 is one example of the brittleness of the current
monetary system. It nearly resulted in the collapse of the US financial system (and
therefore the global financial system). While this was certainly not the first financial
bubble that had burst in the modern era, it was arguably the most severe. It has
been argued, for instance by Minsky [6] and Lietaer et al. [1, p. 94–96], that crises
like this are the inevitable downside of capitalism, which on the other hand has
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yielded tremendous material success and scientific advances.
The growing money supply and the evident problems associated with failing
to keep up with it has created a constant pressure for economic growth. This has
driven countries to harvest natural resources at unsustainable paces and diminish
the value of people into mere units of labor [7]. The effects of this can be seen, for
instance, in global warming, or in the modern society, which emphasizes material
well-being to the detriment of general sense of community. These problems are
further strengthened by the prevalence of traditional schools of economics, which
tend to separate economics from "externalities" such as the environment or society [1,
p. 28–33]. Therefore, environmental issues are perhaps not viewed as important in
the popular schools of economics as they are in alternative schools, such as Ecological
Economics or Green Economics [8, p. 5–14].
Furthermore, while the big players are not safe from the negative effects of
a financial crisis, perhaps the worst hit is taken by low-income households, as
governments are forced to cut public spending and employers have to lay off workforce.
This further widens the gap between the wealthy and the poor, which ultimately
may lead to violence and humanitarian crises.
Based on these premises, it is of essence to look for alternatives to the current
monetary system and ways to structurally improve it.
One suggested solution to repair the monetary system is to create an ecosystem
of complementary currencies with differing purposes [1, p. 83–92]. The high-level
idea is to improve the resilience of the monetary system by introducing alternative
monetary systems – if one type of currency crashes, the remaining stable currencies
can mitigate its severity. This is analogous to how natural ecosystems are resilient
to extinction of a few species, or how a well-diversified stock portfolio is well-suited
to withstand crashes of individual stocks.
The idea of complementary currencies is not new, and there have been plenty
of them throughout the history, ever since the 19th century [9]. However, in the
aftermath of the crisis of 2008, the topic of complementary currencies has become
perhaps more current than ever. In addition, the late 2000s saw the dawn of a new
type of technology, which could be used to implement complementary currencies:
blockchains.
After the crisis of 2008, a surge of Distributed Ledger Technologies (DLT), most
notably blockchains, has taken over the world. Currently, the most visible types of
blockchain applications are the so-called cryptocurrencies, pioneered by Bitcoin [10].
Blockchains are based on the idea of triple-entry bookkeeping, which can be viewed
as the most disrupting accounting invention since the popularization of double-entry
bookkeeping in the 14th century. In theory, these technologies enable decentralized
systems where one does not need to trust any particular party. Therefore, they
are well-suited for implementing community currencies. As DLT frameworks and
their underlying technologies are refined and improved, implementing complementary
currencies should become straightforward and more transparent.
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1.2

Scope of Thesis

The scope of this thesis is to compare the options available today for implementing
DLT-based complementary currencies. These options are evaluated and compared
based on literature review
The research question is How useful are current blockchain-based platforms for
implementing community currencies from the perspective of the City of Helsinki?
The purpose of this study is to compare various blockchain-based platforms using a
set of criteria given by the City of Helsinki.
Even though the City of Helsinki is not necessarily a party that needs a blockchainbased solution, they are nevertheless interested in learning about the technology
and its capabilities. Additionally, utilizing blockchains could further enhance their
trustworthy image by increasing transparency. Despite the glaring dilemma here,
this thesis could also provide value for other, less-trusted entities that are looking to
implement their own community currencies.
Throughout this thesis, the terms blockchain and DLT are used interchangeably,
as blockchain is colloquially used to mean DLT in general. Terms community currency
and complementary currency are also used interchangeably.

1.3

Structure of Thesis

The thesis is divided into eight chapters, including this introduction, which is chapter
1. In chapter 2, the conceptual background of both blockchains and community
currencies are introduced. Chapter 3 presents the used research methods. Chapter 4
presents the blockchain platforms that were studied for this thesis; each platform
is first presented at a high level, after which their technical operating principles
are explored in more detail. Chapter 5 describes the evaluation criteria used for
comparing the studied platforms. These criteria were mostly given by the City
of Helsinki. In chapter 6, the actual comparison between the studied platforms
is conducted, using the aforementioned set of criteria. Chapter 7 is discusses the
comparison and its findings, and everything else regarding the thesis. Chapter 8
concludes the thesis and its findings in a brief manner.
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2

Conceptual Background

This chapter goes over the basics of complementary currencies, DLT, and how they
are related to each other.

2.1

Complementary Currency

“A complementary currency is an agreement to use something else than legal tender
(i.e., national money) as a medium of exchange” [11]. As opposed to traditional fiat
currencies, complementary currencies are not necessarily created by countries, as
they can be started by private entities or Non-Governmental Organizations (NGO).
In fact, perhaps the most common types of complementary currencies are various
customer loyalty systems, which are offered by many retail stores, or frequent flyer
miles, which are commonly offered by airlines.
The difference between complementary currency and community currency is not
explicitly established, but community currency has the connotation that it is used
by entities with some common relation, such as location. However, in this thesis the
two terms are used interchangeably.
Modern complementary currencies have existed at least since the 19th century,
when Guernsey and Jersey pounds were established [12]. Since then, numerous
complementary currencies have been created, most notably the community currencies
in the aftermaths of World War I and the Great Depression, LETS in the 1980s, and
a new wave of complementary currencies after the financial crisis of 2008. Many of
these currencies aim to ensure the continuation of trade in case of hyperinflation or
other similar crisis, where legal tender is inapplicable to be used as a means exchange.
Complementary currencies have been very successful to get around this problem,
and there are multiple examples of communities that have thrived in an otherwise
economic downturn due to adopting alternative payment methods. Some of the
currencies that have seen this type of success include WIR [13], various LETS and
Time Banks such as Ithaca Hours, and the Wörgl experiment.
As implicated above, complementary currencies can be built for different objectives.
For instance, the local currency of a city may be aimed to boost its local economy by
encouraging inhabitants to spend the local currency at local businesses. On the other
hand, frequent flyer miles are constructed to incentivize customers to revisit the
airline; this form of complementary currency has served airlines well, and virtually
every major airline offers them to customers nowadays. Lietaer and Hallsmith [11]
suggest that a good community currency is designed to alleviate some need in the
community, while creating value with an underutilized resources. These needs and
resources are not restricted to be something tangible, but they may also be social by
nature.
An example of this is the Biwa Kippu [1, p. 170–173] system, which aims to
improve the condition of Lake Biwa in Japan. In this system, the local government
obliges residents to pay a tax of a few Biwa Kippus each year. Residents can earn
them by participating in environmental activities. Thus, the community currency is
used to address an environmental issue without the need to allocate more funds via
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budget planning, which can often be a slow and difficult process.
Since complementary currencies do not have to conform to the same laws as
national fiat currencies, their structures may differ quite drastically from traditional
monies. In a typical national currency, the value for money is created by its status
as a legal tender and the general trust in the state’s economy. This results in a
fiat currency. However, complementary currencies, especially the ones based on
non-governmental initiatives, typically do not have the power to enforce the value of
a currency via legislation. Therefore, they use alternative methods, such as mutual
credit or timebanking.
Mutual credit systems are networks, where anyone can credit another member for
any arbitrary amount. Thus, the currency in a mutual credit system is actually just
IOU’s between the users, unlike in the mainstream monetary system where money is
mostly IOU’s between banks and users. Timebanking, on the other hand, gets its
value from labor its members perform. For instance, Alice may do carpentry for one
hour, which pays her one time dollar. She can later use this time dollar, for instance,
to pay Bob to fix her car.
In addition to the value creation mechanisms, the usual assumptions in economics
do not have to apply to complementary currencies. For instance, some complementary
currencies denounce interest rates, which is deemed one of the staples of financial
theory. To take this further, some complementary currencies even utilize a sort
of reversed interest, called demurrage. These mechanisms ultimately disincentivize
accumulating money, thus ensuring its liquidity.
It is exciting to speculate how the economy would look like, if there was a network
of fully functional community currencies alongside the national currencies. Such
an ecosystem could quite possibly be a game-changer by providing opportunities
for low-income population to earn income, as well as a way for governments to
allocate resources wherever they are needed the most. However, there are still many
obstacles left for a wider adoption of community currencies. Part of it is related to
legislation, policies, taxation, and so on, which is up to the governmental body to
fix. Another part is the ease of implementation and use, which could be aided by
utilizing blockchains and other distributed ledger technologies.

2.2

Blockchain and Distributed Ledger Technologies (DLT)

In recent years, the so-called cryptocurrencies have been introduced to the general vocabulary. This trend was started by the paper released by the pseudonym
Satoshi Nakamoto, "Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System" [10] along with
the actual Bitcoin software. While this innovation certainly helped to popularize
blockchains, which are a form of DLT, it can be argued that Bitcoin and other
cryptocurrencies are just a byproduct of a more disrupting innovation: triple-entry
bookkeeping and the technologies that enable it.
In practice, triple-entry bookkeeping is a way to construct immutable ledgers,
which enables the implementation of tamper-proof data storages. This makes it
possible to create decentralized systems with shared data state where no one has to
trust anyone else in particular. The concept is still in its nascent form and evolving
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at a fast pace, but it has been suggested to disrupt, for instance, elections, supply
chains, and finance in the future.
2.2.1

DLT

Distributed ledger technology, or DLT, in general is an umbrella term for technologies
that store data in a decentralized and synchronized manner [14]. This means that
all nodes in a DLT network are equal in the sense that no one party has the power
to dictate what a data entry should be; instead, the nodes agree on which entries are
valid based on the common set of rules they have agreed to. Some common types of
DLT’s are blockchains (more on these below), and Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAG).
Many of the current DLT networks utilize tokens, which can be thought of as
their native currency – for instance, a network might require a certain amount of
tokens from a user in order to save their transactions. These types of constructs are
utilized to give the tokens value, which in turn incentivizes operators to validate and
save transactions. This kind of transaction validation in exchange of tokens is called
mining.
DLT networks can be divided in three categories: public, private, and hybrid
networks. Public networks are open to anyone, and they usually utilize mining or
similar mechanisms to incentivize honest behavior by nodes. An example of a public
DLT network is Bitcoin. Private networks are typically used in joint ventures by
multiple companies, and they are closed from outsiders. An example of a private
DLT network is Hyperledger. Hybrid networks combine public and private networks;
users can choose to keep transactions private, but they are nevertheless stored and
validated in the public network. An example of a hybrid network is XinFin.
2.2.2

Blockchains

Blockchains are a form of DLT, which combine cryptographic hashes to Peer-to-Peer
(P2P) networks. The high-level idea is that data is stored in linear blocks which
are linked to each other. Each block consists of the actual data that is wanted to
save, and the hash of the previous entry. These are combined and hashed, and the
resulting hash is saved along with the rest of the entry. Therefore, if someone changes
the entry or any of its preceding entries, the hashes would not match anymore and
the data would be known to be tampered, rendering the changed blocks invalid. This
concept is known as Merkle tree.
Since blockchains are usually utilized in decentralized networks, the use of centralized authentication is out of the question. Therefore, authentication is usually
handled by using public-key cryptography. Another challenge for blockchain networks
is to sync the blockchain between the network nodes. There exists many solutions
for this, which are collectively known as consensus protocols. These concepts are
explained in more detail below.
For a thorough explanation of blockchains, see, for instance, Blockchain: Blueprint
for a new economy by Swan [15].
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2.2.3

Public-key Cryptography

Typical blockchain platforms utilize public-key cryptography to identify users. In
public-key cryptography, a pair of keys is created: one, which is public, and another,
which is private. The private key can be used to sign data strings, and its public
pair to verify whether a signature was created with the private key. To put this into
practice: let’s imagine we have a message
msg := ”Alice pays $20 to Bob”,

(1)

which is valid only if Alice has signed it with her private key, pvtA . Let’s assume
that the public key of Alice, pubA is known to all. By signing the message
signatureA := signM sg(pvtA , msg),

(2)

Alice creates a signature, which anyone can verify using Alice’s public key
isSignedByAlice := verif ySignature(pubA , signatureA , msg),

(3)

If Alice now publishes the message along with the signature and her public key,
anyone can validate that she has signed the message. Note that Alice does not have
to share her private key, so only Alice retains the ability to sign her own messages.
There are multiple algorithms available for implementing public-key cryptography.
Going through them in detail is out of the scope of this thesis, but a couple of commonly used schemas include RSA [16] and Elliptic-Curve Cryptography (ECC) [17].
2.2.4

Consensus Protocols

Consensus protocols are used to achieve consensus on the blockchain state between
the nodes. This is perhaps the most challenging part of designing a blockchain
system, as typically there is a trade-off between decentralization and performance
– the more decentralized the implementation is, the slower the throughput of the
network usually is. Some key concepts, Byzantine fault tolerance and off-chain
transactions are described below, along with two of the most popular consensus
protocols: Proof-of-Work (PoW) and Proof-of-Stake (PoS).
Byzantine Fault Tolerance is a concept, which describes how reliable a network
is if some of its nodes act faulty. The origin of the term comes from a mathematical
problem, the Byzantine Generals Problem [18], which gives the preset to the need of
consensus protocols. There are many good explanations of Byzantine Generals Problem available, such as the paper by Lamport et al. [18], but a high-level explanation
is given here.
The classic way to understand the Byzantine Generals Problem is to imagine a
city which is sieged by multiple Byzantine armies, approaching the city from different
directions. In order to succeed in their campaign, the majority of the armies have to
attack or retreat at the same time – no matter the decision, all armies have to be on
board. Each army is commanded by a general, who vote on whether to attack or
not. The generals cannot see each other, but they can communicate via messengers.
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However, messengers can get lost, and generals can be disloyal. Disloyal generals
might not cast a vote at all, or they can tell generals who want to attack that they
support them, and at the same time tell generals who want to retreat that they
support them as well. The problem is to find the number of disloyal generals and
lost messengers the siege campaign can tolerate and still be successful.
This is analogous to computer systems: armies together form a network, where
generals are nodes and messengers are communication links. A successful decision on
whether to attack or retreat is the consensus in the network. A network’s Byzantine
fault tolerance thus means how dependable it is if some of its nodes or links are
faulty.
Proof-of-Work (PoW) is perhaps the most popular consensus protocol and was
introduced in the Bitcoin paper [10]. In PoW, nodes compete with each other to
create blocks, as the block creator gets a reward in tokens.
First, the participating nodes (i.e., miners) form blocks of transactions they have
validated. Once a node has formed a block, it starts to look for a hash, which fulfills
some predetermined condition. A suitable hash is searched by adding a nonce to the
block and then hashing it. By varying the nonce, one gets different hashes. Once
the hash fulfills some predetermined requirement (in Bitcoin this is a certain number
of leading zeros), the node broadcasts the block along with its nonce to the network.
Any node can then validate that the nonce along with the block produces the right
kind of hash, and the block is added to the chain. The creator of the block is then
rewarded, usually with newly minted tokens and transaction fees of the block, after
which miners start the competition to create a new block all over again.
As finding hashes is computationally intensive, finding a suitable hash takes some
time even with powerful computing setups, hence the name Proof-of-Work. Due
to this computation intensity, it is practically impossible for one actor to change
something in the past of the blockchain and create an alternative chain which is
accepted by the rest of the network. As a downside, the competition in PoW
consumes a lot of energy. Furthermore, as it is very improbable for a single actor to
successfully create a block, a common strategy for miners to form alliances, which
actually centralizes the networks. However, as long as at least 51% of the nodes act
honestly, the integrity of a network using PoW is maintained [19].
Proof-of-Stake (PoS) is another popular consensus protocol, where, on a highlevel, the block creator is determined by some randomizing algorithm together with
the nodes’ owned tokens. Effectively, the more a node possesses the network’s tokens.
the more probable it is to create blocks. This makes the PoS more energy efficient
and faster than PoW.
Off-chain transactions is a suggested way to improve the throughput of
blockchain networks. Blocks have a limit on how many transactions one can include.
In addition, there is a limit on the block creation frequency. Therefore, especially in
popular networks such as Bitcoin, a bottleneck is formed. In order for a transaction
to be validated on-chain, a user has to wait for an inconveniently long time, which is
a significant disadvantage for blockchain technologies as an alternative to traditional
money.
Off-chain transactions would solve this problem by resolving transactions outside
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the official blockchain (hence the term off-chain). By moving the transactions outside
the blockchain, one does not need to wait for the transaction to go through the
validation process, or pay the transaction fees. However, the downside of off-chain is
that by moving the transaction away from the blockchain, one has to trust one or
more extra parties. There are multiple ways to implement such a solution, such as
using a trusted third party to validate off-chain transactions, or by using payment
chains such as the Lightning Network used with Bitcoin. The Lightning Network
basically consists of contracts that are between two parties, Alice and Bob. Let’s say
Alice wants to buy things from Bob. They initially create a contract where Alice
deposits X tokens, and it is agreed that if the contract is exited, Alice gets X tokens
and Bob none. Both parties sign the contract. Now, as Alice buys something from
Bob, they agree to change the balance in the contract such that Alice gets X − a
and Bob gets a tokens, where a is the price of the purchased good. The new version
of the contract is again signed by both parties. Using this pattern, Alice can buy
things from Bob as long as her part of the balance is greater than 0. At any point,
either of the parties can close the contract by broadcasting its latest version to the
main blockchain. This distributes the latest balance to the respective owners, and
the contract is voided. Therefore, only one transaction (the last state of the contract)
is actually broadcasted to the network, and resolving transactions is fast and free.
2.2.5

Ethereum

Ethereum [20] is a blockchain network, which is the most widely used platform for
building decentralized applications, or dApps with well over 1,000 dApps running on
the network as of September of 20181 . Ethereum uses PoW as its consensus protocol.
What differentiates Ethereum from Bitcoin is its smart contracts. Whereas Bitcoin
allows only a limited set of commands, mainly related to transferring tokens between
accounts, Ethereum implements a Turing complete virtual machine. To put this in
another way, Ethereum is like a distributed computer, which can implement any
program. Therefore, Ethereum is well-suited to be a platform for blockchain-based
applications.
As cryptocurrencies have gained traction, Ethereum has become a popular platform for implementing ones own cryptocurrency. This has the benefit of not needing
to establish ones own network of nodes, as finding active nodes and maintainers can
be laborious. Most of the Ethereum-based tokens are compliant with the ERC-20
standard which specifies certain functions and events a token has to implement.
Ethereum’s own native currency is called Ether (ETH), which can be turned into
Gas, which in turn is used to operate dApps.

2.3

Blockchain-based Complementary Currencies

Based on the previous sections, it should be clear that community currencies could
potentially disrupt the way we think of economies, and that blockchains enable
decentralized systems where one does not need to trust any single party. When these
1

According to https://www.stateofthedapps.com/
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are brought together, we could implement a shared digital system where anyone
could create their own complementary currency in a transparent way. On a high level,
by creating complementary currencies in blockchain networks, we could scale them
globally and create exchanges where complementary currencies could be exchanged
seamlessly and in an automated manner. Exchanges like this have already been
developed, such as the Ethereum ecosystem with its cadre of ERC-20 compliant
tokens, or the Stellar network, which is discussed in more detail in an upcoming
chapter.
Pre-blockchain complementary currencies have traditionally depended on active
management and enthusiastic local business owners who accept the currency. This is
not always straightforward to implement, as maintaining a monetary system requires
lots of extra effort, not to mention taxation and other political obstacles. However,
blockchains and their transparent accounting together with being digitally available
almost anywhere make it easier to govern and pick up by the users. Simply by
making the whole process easier and straightforward, an increase in adoption can be
expected.
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3

Methods

The research was mostly conducted as a literature review, with the aim to study
available blockchain-based technologies for modern cities and urban areas using the
City of Helsinki as an example.
As the scene around blockchain technologies is still in its nascent form, many of
the used sources are unofficial documents and websites. This is especially true in
section 4 ("Evaluated Platforms"), where a typical source of information is either the
website of the platform or its whitepaper, which is typically written in a style that
resembles an academic paper, but is not peer-reviewed.
In addition to gathering information via the literature review, two interviews were
conducted: one with a City of Helsinki representative to get a better understanding
of their use-case [21], and one with a representative of the Trustlines Network, which
is one of the evaluated platforms [22]. A summary of the interviews is presented
below.

3.1

Literature

As stated earlier in this section, the main information sources for the evaluated
platforms were their respective whitepapers and websites. The motivation for the
thesis leans heavily on Lietaer’s Money and Sustainability [1] and Graeber’s Debt:
The First 5,000 Years [5], which were recommended by the advisor of this thesis,
Prof. Pekka Nikander.
The rest of the literature was chosen using the method depicted by Dybå et
al. [23], illustrated in Figure 1. This method lays out a structure that is easy to
utilize to go over numerous sources in a time-efficient manner. The high-level idea
of the method is to gather multiple documents by using databases such as Google
Scholar2 and then filter the found sources in three stages: first based on their titles,
then based on their abstracts, and finally based on their full content. The earlier
stages are fast to complete and eliminate less relevant documents efficiently, so the
last stage should include only a small subsection of the original documents.

2

https://scholar.google.com
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Stage 1

Identify relevant studies –
search databases and
conference proceedings

Stage 2

Exclude studies on the
basis of title

Stage 3

Exclude studies on the
basis of abstract

Stage 4

Obtain primary papers
and critically appraise
studies

Figure 1: Schema for finding relevant sources for the research [23].
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3.2

Interviews

The interviews that are part of the research were conducted using a semi-structured
style [24]. Semi-structured interviewing is a technique where interviews are conducted
by loosely following a set of a few broad questions or topics. This is in contrast to
structured interviews, which typically have a fixed set of specific questions that are
asked in a fixed order. These two techniques are designed for different purposes, as
Fylan puts it,
Semi-structured interviews are great for finding out Why rather than How
many or How much. For example, if you want to find out whether or not
people buy vitamin supplements, and how much per month they spend
on them, this is a ‘how many, how much’ question and probably better
answered using a questionnaire or a structured interview. If, on the other
hand, you want to know why some people, but not others, buy vitamin
supplements, and why they spend a particular amount, then you’re on
the right track with a semi-structured interview [24, p. 66].
The reason why the semi-structured form was selected for this research was due
to the nature of the interviews; the objective was to get more information about
topics that were known more thoroughly by the interviewees than the author. Thus,
it was expected that the interviews would reveal new information that would take
the discussions to unforeseeable directions.
3.2.1

City of Helsinki

The interview regarding the use case of the City of Helsinki was conducted on 5th of
April, 2018 with Joonas Pekkanen, who is a project manager for e-participation at
the City of Helsinki [21]. The objective of the interview was to get an understanding
on the city’s vision and requirements for a community currency.
The City of Helsinki plans to create a community currency under its Culture
and Leisure division, which oversees various pastime and cultural functions that the
city provides, including time reservation for gyms and other sports venues, fishing
permits, concerts, and so on. The general idea is that there would be a token system
that can be used like a loyalty currency, such as frequent flyer miles, to pay for
services that the city provides. Tokens can be earned, for example, by completing
various tasks which benefit the community.
A typical user story for the currency could be that the user goes to a public
swimming pool, takes out their mobile phone, logs in to the open city app and opens
their community currency wallet. The wallet shows, for instance, a QR code, which
is read by the cashier. The transaction is confirmed in a couple of seconds.
In addition to the token system, there should be a reputation system, which
represents how much good the user has done for the community. Reputation is earned
similarly to tokens, but unlike them, reputation cannot be transferred to other users.
It could be used, for instance, to get discounts on services and perhaps to have more
say in community related matters.
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The City of Helsinki is developing their own open source mobile application,
"open-city-app" 3 , whose purpose is to combine various city related applications
into one – the community currency platform should ideally be integrated into this
application. To take this idea a bit further, the application could work as a platform
for multiple community currencies: one for the city, one for the user’s neighborhood,
one for the user’s hobby group, and so on.
3.2.2

Trustlines Network

The interview regarding the Trustlines Network was conducted on 9th of May, 2018
with Gustav Friis, who is a project lead at Trustlines Network [22]. The objective of
the interview was to validate that the author had understood the Trustlines Network
whitepaper correctly, and to learn more about the platform’s roadmap and current
state.
Based on the interview it became clear that the whitepaper used as the basis of
the evaluation of Trustlines Network is partly outdated. The main finding was that
there is drastically less decentralization in the current and envisioned versions of the
platform than what the whitepaper implies. According to the whitepaper, Trustlines
Network is built on top of the Ethereum main chain and is heavily entwined with
it, whereas the platform depicted by the interview is an off-chain technology by
default, with the chance to connect it to Ethereum through extra configuration. How
the operating costs resulting from Ethereum connection would be handled was left
unclear.
According to the interview, the funding for the Trustlines Network and the
company behind it, brainbot technologies AG, is sufficient to ensure development
and operations for the foreseeable future. However, as this claim was made without
giving any further access to the related financial information, it should be accepted
with reservations. Nevertheless, the interview gave a sense of a positive confidence
regarding the Trustlines Network and its future.

3

https://github.com/City-of-Helsinki/open-city-app
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4

Evaluated Platforms

There are multiple companies, organizations, and individuals developing their own
blockchain-based platforms and applications to solve various types of problems.
According to Dowlat [25], most of the proposed blockchain-based solutions are either
infeasible, or even straight-up scams to get funding by using "blockchain" as a
buzzword. Furthermore, as the field is relatively new, the generated technologies are
typically rather immature and lack the wide network of validating nodes they would
need to be convincing. These facts complicate the search for suitable platforms that
are mature and serious enough to be worth evaluating in the context of this work.
The main criteria for choosing platforms to evaluate were the amount of available
information and perceived activity from the maintainers. The evaluated platforms
are: Trustlines Network, Stellar, Colony, FairCoin, Yetta, and Holochain. All of these
platforms have at least one whitepaper available, and with the exception of Yetta,
their codebases are recently active. Table of the rest of the considered platforms is
provided in Appendix A, which includes short rationales for their rejections.

4.1

Trustlines Network

Trustlines Network is an Ethereum-based P2P platform for creating IOU networks.
Based on the original idea of Ripple as presented by Ryan Fugger in 2004 [26],
Trustlines Network would enable users to create money and make safe payments
between each other. The high-level idea is that individuals provide credit for the
people they trust, and only for an amount they deem fair. This provided credit is
money that is valid for anyone who trusts the creditor. Thus, Trustlines Network is
like the current credit-based monetary system, in a sense, but instead of just banks,
anyone can become a creditor [27].
Even though credit provided by user A is directly valid money only for users
who trust user A, it can become valid for any third party by finding someone who
trusts both user A and the third party in question, as is illustrated in Figure 2. This
simple concept ideally eliminates the need for trust between parties who do not know
each other, and the created money becomes universal. It is also scalable, as per the
popular "Six-degree Theorem" [28], everyone on the Earth is connected to each other
on average by six links at most – therefore it is enough to establish connections with
only a handful of people to have a sufficiently large network. Although there is no
definite proof that the six-degree theorem holds, empirical studies and popular social
media platforms such as LinkedIn and Facebook suggest it has merit [29]. Connecting
users using these intermediary links is called multi-hopping or rippling [27]. Multihopping is illustrated in Figure 3. In the case two users are not connected via a chain
of nodes, they can be connected using ETH. This is more expensive for the user, but
ensures the possibility of transactions in all cases [27].
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Figure 2: Alice wants to buy something from Charlie using credit. They do not know
each other, but both have mutual trust with Bob. Bob conducts the payment by
providing credit to Alice, and getting credit from Charlie. Alice now owes $5 to Bob
and Bob owes $5 to Charlie. Thus, in total Alice loses $5, Bob’s situation does not
change other than that he cannot buy as much from Charlie as before, and Charlie
gets $5 [27].
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Figure 3: Multi-hopping: User A pays user D through user B and C. A and B have
a trustline established, as do B and C, and C and D. [27]
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Since the scaling of the system depends on well-connected users, users are incentivized to establish as many connections as possible. This is implemented by
including a small capacity fee in every transaction, which is paid to users/nodes that
work as middlemen connecting two end nodes. In addition to the capacity fee, there
is a relay fee (more on relays below), an imbalance fee (a fee for adding imbalance to
a used trustline), and the Ethereum transaction fee. Optionally, users can also add
an interest rate to any of their debtors [27].
All fees, except the Ethereum transaction fee, are paid using Trustlines Money
and they are aggregated for the user to confirm. The ETH that is required to pay the
Ethereum transaction fee is acquired automatically by the frontend by exchanging
it for Trustlines Money [27]. An important part of the system is that users are not
willing to credit others any more than they are comfortable to. In case a user is
unable to pay back their debt, the dispute must be settled privately between the
involved parties [30].
There can be an arbitrary number of currency networks within the Trustlines
Network ecosystem, using a related Currency Network Token Factory smart contract.
Thus, there is no single "Trustlines token", but instead an arbitrary number of coexisting currencies that share only the Trustlines Network platform, which are called
Trustlines Money [27]. From the point of view of Helsinki, this type of dynamic IOU
network would essentially mean that the city should act as a central bank of sort.
4.1.1

Technical Implementation

Trustlines Network architecture is built in three layers. On the lowest level is the
smart contract foundation built on top of Ethereum blockchain. The second layer
utilizes Trustlines Network specific relay servers, which are responsible for finding
the cheapest trustline paths between two parties and acting as a link between the
Ethereum blockchain and the frontend. Finally, there is the frontend, which acts
as the user’s wallet and is used to manage one’s connections. The architecture is
illustrated in Figure 4 [27].
The smart contract foundation is based on Currency Network Token contracts. A
token like this contains the metadata about the currency as well as all its accounts,
which model the bilateral credit lines, or trustlines. Each account tracks the balance
of both parties of the trustline, as well as the related interest rates, modification
dates, accumulated fees, and so on. The Trustlines token smart contract is ERC-20
compatible [27]. Optionally, a currency network can be kept separate from the main
Ethereum blockchain. This is beneficial for new currencies in gaining traction, as
the Ethereum transaction fee is not needed. Later on, once the currency network
has grown and it’s deemed beneficial to connect to the main Ethereum blockchain,
the connection can be implemented [22].
The salient part of the architecture is the relay server layer. Using specialized
relays mitigates the need for users to download the whole Trustlines Network related
blockchain to their device, as the transaction related computations that are necessary
can be handled by the relay servers. Additionally, relay servers are able to validate
transactions quite a lot faster than the underlying Ethereum framework, which
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enables faster transactions. Their operating principle is to cache the network as a
graph, and use path finding algorithms to find the cheapest between two nodes [27].
The relay servers compete for small, probabilistic fees that are paid out based
on the quality of their service. This is supposed to incite the relays to provide the
best possible service to the users. Clients trace the service quality for the relays,
and start to favor the ones that provide better service. This yields a larger amount
of relay fees for the best relays [27]. However, the trade-off in this arrangement is
naturally the loss of pure decentralization. Some entity has to be willing to share
the user graph to a joining relay.

Figure 4: The Trustlines Network architecture. [27]

4.1.2

Development and Roadmap

Trustlines Network was founded and is being developed by brainbot technologies
AG, a German company that was founded over 15 years ago. In addition to the
Trustlines Network, they are active in developing the Ethereum Core and the Raiden
network [31].
Trustlines Network codebase is open source, licensed under the permissive ISC and
MIT licenses as of May 2018. It is fairly actively developed, based on GitHub [32].
As of 9th of May 2018, there have been two test launches, with an MVP launch
on its way [22] .
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4.2

Stellar

Stellar network is a blockchain-based payment system for creating tokens and exchanging them between accounts. Its main selling points are fast transaction speed
(it takes 2–5 s on average to resolve a transaction) and cheap fees. The native token
of Stellar is XLM, or lumen [33].
The consensus protocol used in Stellar network is a modification of Federated
Byzantine Agreement called the Stellar Consensus Protocol (SCP). Tokens are
created by issuing credit, which makes it easy for anyone to create a token to, for
instance, represent a real world asset. The tokens become valid for anyone who
declares that they trust the issuing account. This feature makes Stellar especially
effective for financial institutions and other large organizations for issuing their own
tokens [33].
Unlike, for example, in Ethereum, smart contracts in Stellar are not Turing
complete [34]. While this limits their general functionality, the reduced complexity
mitigates the risk of security breaches that have caused issues in Ethereum [35].
According to stellar.org, integrating Stellar to a service takes typically 120-200
developer hours. To ease the development process, stellar.org offers a free testnet [33].
4.2.1

High-level Architecture

The high-level architecture of Stellar consists of 2 main components: a RESTful
HTTP API server called Horizon, and Stellar Core. Horizon provides a developerfriendly SDK, which connects the frontend with the rest of the Stellar network.
Users can send transactions, check balance, and subscribe to events via the Horizon
API [33].
The other main component of the Stellar network is the Stellar Core, which
validates transactions and reaches consensus using the Stellar Consensus Protocol
described below. Users and organizations are encouraged to operate nodes running
the Stellar Core by giving them a small reward for every validated transaction. In
practice, the Stellar network can be thought of as a collection of nodes running the
Stellar Core software [33]. An illustration of the high-level architecture is depicted
in Figure 5.
In addition to the Stellar Core and Horizon, there are optional components offered
by the Stellar team. These components are federation server, compliance server,
and bridge server. The role of a federation server is to connect user ID’s to Stellar
addresses, a compliance server enables sharing detailed user information to comply
with the Anti Money Laundering (AML) laws, and a bridge server connects all of
these components together. As said, these components are optional, but useful for
certain use cases, e.g., for financial institutions [33].
4.2.2

Creating Tokens and Money Movement

Issuing tokens is possible for any user – after all, the tokens are simply credit and all
it takes for it to become valid is trust in the issuer. However, typically this is done
by creating two accounts: one for issuing the tokens, and one for distributing them.
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Figure 5: High-level Stellar architecture [33].
The issuing account creates a set amount of tokens, which are transferred to the
distributing account. After this the issuing account is locked down, which prevents
creating any further tokens. Entities that create tokens are called anchors [36, 37, 38].
The created tokens are then ready to be distributed. Any user that trusts the
issuing account automatically accepts payments made with the tokens. Trust is
established explicitly between users - everyone can determine how much they are
ready to trust other parties. For instance, if user A creates a token representing
real world assets, say bananas, and tries to pay user B using them, the transaction
cannot become valid before user B establishes a trustline for the said token with user
A. The trustline in this case would in a way symbolize that user B trusts that user
A has enough bananas to back the tokens. However, if user B is not ready to trust
user A, there is still a way to resolve the payment by using the Ripple [26] logic.
In other words, this means finding user C who trusts user A’s token, and is willing
to exchange it for some asset that user B trusts. Another way to go around the
trust requirement is using lumens, which everyone on the Stellar network implicitly
trusts [37, 39].
Additional rules can be added to the created currency, for instance, a rule
about explicit authorization by the issuing account about who can be paid with the
currency. [38]
4.2.3

Fees

Stellar charges a transaction fee from its source account for every transaction. It
is calculated by multiplying the number of operations in a transaction by the base
fee, which is 0.00001 XLM as of May 2018. All fees are collected in a pool, which is
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distributed to users weekly in a so-called inflation vote [33].
In addition to the transaction fees, all accounts must have a minimum account
balance to prevent them from flooding the network, e.g., by creating an unreasonably
high number of accounts. The minimum balance of an account is calculated by
multiplying base reserve with (2 + number of entries), where entries are, for example,
established trustlines. The base reserve is 0.5 XLM as of May 2018 [33].
4.2.4

Stellar Consensus Protocol

At the core of Stellar’s stellar performance is its own consensus protocol, the Stellar Consensus Protocol (SCP). It is an implementation of Federated Byzantine
Agreement (FBA) system, in which every node is able to pick the nodes they trust
to validate transactions. For instance, user A could determine that in order for
it to accept a transaction, user B and user C must also accept it. This way the
consensus is built of many "quorum slices", which should intersect and together yield
a system-wide consensus. This gives the benefit requiring only a small subset of
the nodes to validate transactions, they are resolved very fast on average while still
maintaining decentralization. [40]
In practice, the most commonly trusted nodes would probably be ran by some
large institutions, such as banks and other financial institutions, but also some
NGO’s [40]. Instead of explicitly choosing individual nodes, which to trust, users
can specify larger groups of nodes, from which they want enough validating nodes.
For example, there could be a group of nodes operated by major banks, lets call
this "Tier 1". Another group, lets call it "Tier 2", could consist of nodes operated by
major NGO’s. Users could then specify, e.g., that they want 40 % of Tier 1 nodes
and 50 of Tier 2 nodes to validate a transaction before agreeing that it is valid. This
mitigates the risk of blocked state in the case that one of the user-specified nodes is
offline. [40] The tier system is illustrated in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Stellar Consensus Protocol tier system [40].

4.2.5

Development

Stellar was founded in 2014 by Jed McCaleb, who has been involved in high profile
projects in the blockchain ecosystem, such as Ripple and Mt. Gox [41]. It is also
backed by multiple major investors and advisors, such as people behind Stripe, Y
Combinator, and WordPress. These people can bring influence to the project, which
should help make Stellar stable and ensure development into the future [33].
Stellar’s software is open sourced with Apache License, version 2.0 [33], and
its GitHub repositories are active. The main organization behind the design and
development of Stellar is Stellar Development Foundation, which operates on a
nonprofit manner [33].
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4.3

Colony

The Colony, as described in their white paper [42], is “the people layer of the
decentralised protocol stack” that is built on the top of Ethereum. It enables people
to create communities, or colonies, which are self-governing entities in the Colony
ecosystem. The colonies can be built for different use cases – some colonies resemble
companies that build products and generate revenue, whereas others can be non-profit
organizations, or govern a community currency.
4.3.1

Operating Principles

All colonies are tree-like structures, consisting of subgroups, or domains. Furthermore,
a domain may have sub-domains, which may have their own sub-domains, and so on.
Usually, domains are divided based on some responsibility: for instance, a colony
determined to create a new mobile phone may have separate domains responsible for
hardware, OS, and applications, and they can be further divided into sub-domains,
e.g., the hardware domain can be divided into sub-domains for the battery, camera,
touchscreen, and so on. The colony division is illustrated in Figure 7.

Figure 7: An example of the division of a colony creating a web service [42].
Each colony has its own token, which it can mint in arbitrary numbers. These
tokens can be used for colony related actions, such as voting and raising issues. The
tokens can be transferred freely between the users and a small fee is taken from
every transaction made in the network. In addition to the token system, users have a
non-transferable reputation score within the colony, which is also used in the internal
actions of the colony. Reputation is hierarchical, as it is specific to domains and
skills. Reputation also decays over time.
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The most common way to earn reputation and tokens is to contribute to tasks
defined by the users. In order to create a task, one has to have enough reputation and
stake some of their tokens. All tasks have three members: a manager who defines its
definition and prize, a worker whose goal is to complete the task, and an evaluator
who decides how well the worker performs.
Another way to earn tokens and reputation is to successfully raise issues, which
is one of the integral parts of the Colony. If a colony member is not satisfied with
something within the colony, they can raise an issue by staking some tokens, as
long as they have attained enough reputation within the colony. The vote is first
conducted in the domain that is closest to the issue, and if the issue is not resolved,
it is propagated to the parent domain and ultimately to the whole Colony ecosystem.
The voting system is described in more detail in the Colony technical white paper
[42].
4.3.2

The Common Colony

In addition to the user-created colonies, there is a special colony called the Meta
Colony, or the Common Colony [43, 42]. The Common Colony is the first colony
created and its agenda is to govern the whole Colony ecosystem and develop the
platform. The tokens minted in the Common Colony are called CLNY and they have
some special properties compared to the regular tokens. For instance, its holders are
able to participate in so-called reputation mining (reputation mining is described
below). In addition, CLNY is treated as a universally accepted token in the Colony
ecosystem – task completion prizes can be paid with CLNY just like with the colony’s
own token. Ether can also be used like this in the Colony ecosystem.
The Common Colony has other special features as well. Transaction fees in
the Colony ecosystem are paid to the Common Colony. This is to ensure that the
Common Colony, and thus the CLNY, maintains its underlying value. An illustration
of the revenue model of the Common Colony is presented in Figure 8.
One can earn CLNY by participating in tasks in the Common Colony just like
in any regular colony. However, there is a possibility to earn CLNY and reputation
in the Common Colony by participating in the special reputation mining process.
Reputation mining is an off-chain computation that determines the reputation of
all users in all domains and all skills. The mining process is based on Merkle trees,
where only the final hash of all reputations is submitted on-chain. Only users who
hold CLNYs are able to participate in the reputation mining by staking some of their
CLNYs. Miners who submit the correct root hash get Commony Colony reputation
and newly minted CLNYs as a reward.
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Figure 8: The Common Colony gets its revenue from fees paid by regular colonies [42].
CLNY and other whitelisted tokens, denoted here as "Currency tokens" are paid
directly to the Common Colony, other tokens are auctioned by the Colony Network
Contract and the proceeds are given to the Common Colony.
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4.3.3

Technical Implementation

The Colony network is built on the Ethereum blockchain, with each colony having its
own ColonyNetwork contract, which manages the reputation system of the colony.
Additionally, all colonies have an ERC-20 compliant contract for their token systems.
To ensure upgradability of colonies, a special EtherRouter [44] pattern is used. The
EtherRouter pattern is basically an addition of two separate contracts, one of which
handles all upgrade transactions, and the other keeps track of all contracts that
should be upgraded by the said transactions.
All colonies have a recovery mode available by default. When a colony is in
the recovery mode, whitelisted addresses are able to modify its parameters freely.
Once the parameter tweaking is finished, the recovery mode can be exited by getting
a majority vote of the whitelisted addresses. This is to ensure that a malicious
whitelisted address cannot enter the recovery mode, switch parameters, and exit the
recovery mode by themselves. Should the colony want so, recovery mode can be
deactivated altogether by modifying the colony contract.
4.3.4

Development

Colony is fully open source and its code base is published on Github, with a fairly
active pace of development [45]. According to their blog [46], only a limited version
of the dApp is launched on an Ethereum testnet as of June of 2018. The platform
and website are mainly developed by The Colony Foundation Limited, which is a
company registered at the Cayman Islands.
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4.4

FairCoin

FairCoin (version 2) is the currency for the global fair economy initiative called
FairCoop [47]. The basic principles of FairCoin are that its value is created by
cooperation instead of the commonly used methods of minting or mining, as they
“confer an advantage on the already rich” [47]. In practice this means that FairCoin
uses its own consensus protocol called the Proof-of-Cooperation (PoC). The PoC
protocol is described in more detail below.
FairCoin was initially launched with 50 million FAIR created, which were distributed by airdropping 4 them to early adopters. In addition, the earlier version of
FairCoin utilized a combination of Proof-of-Work and Proof-of-Stake as its consensus
protocol, which rewarded miners with newly minted FAIR. Thus, the total money
pool of FairCoin is about 53 million FAIR, as of December 2016. The consensus
protocol was changed to PoC on July 2017 [48].
All operations in FairCoin include a small transaction fee, which is 0.00001 FAIR
per byte as of June 2018. Since a typical, single-input transaction, is 226 bytes long,
a typical transaction fee is 0.00226 FAIR. The official value of FAIR is anchored to
the Euro, but market supply and demand fluctuates this price somewhat. FairCoop
attempts to stabilize the price by regularly exchanging FAIR to Euro for its official
price – however, the official price is adjusted from time to time to adapt to the
market price.
4.4.1

Proof-of-Cooperation

In PoC, dedicated and trusted nodes, called the certified validation nodes or Collaboratively Validated Nodes (CVN), cooperate to validate operations and generate
blocks. The CVN’s are appointed by the FairCoop.
The PoC is an algorithm which ensures that all CVN’s get an equal opportunity
to create blocks. A new block is generated every 3 minutes. The block generation
process consists of the following steps:
1. All CVN’s validate the incoming transactions and form the next block as the
result.
2. The CVN that generated a block the longest time ago is appointed to generate
the new block, given it has been active recently. The appointed CVN has to
generate the new block during a block spacing grace period, which is determined
in the blockchain parameters.
3. All CVN’s sign a piece of information that consists of their own ID, the ID
of the appointed CVN, and the hash of the last block. These signatures are
broadcasted to the network by the CVN’s.
4. If the appointed CVN receives enough signatures, and the waiting period
since the previous block, determined in the blockchain parameters, is up,
4

Airdrop in this context means distributing tokens for free to early adopters in order to incentivize
them to use the network.
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the generated block will be accepted to the chain. The required number of
signatures is 50 % of the mean number of signatures in the previous ten blocks.
If the conditions are not met, the CVN that is next in line gets the opportunity
to create the next block.
The CVN which creates a block receives the transaction fees paid by the users.
This reward is meant to cover the costs of running a CVN. Because all blocks need
to be created according to the chain rules, which determine the CVN that creates
the next block, forking the chain is not very straightforward [48].
4.4.2

Technical Implementation

The FairCoin development used Bitcoin core client 0.12 as its starting point [47].
However, as mentioned above, the consensus protocol was changed to PoC due to
the concern that the previously used combination of PoS and PoW would benefit the
rich, which would clash with the ideology behind FairCoin. The PoC utilizes special
nodes, CVN’s, to validate transactions and form blocks.
Since CVN’s have a lot of power in the FairCoin network, their operators are
selected from active FairCoop members who understand the FairCoin system well
enough. To increase the integrity of the CVN’s, they use special firmware installed in
dedicated smart cards, which contain all the required private keys in an irretrievable
form. This smart card is called FAircoin SIgnature TOken, or FASITO. In case a
CVN does not operate fairly, the other CVN’s are able to vote them out of their role.
CVN’s are ideally always connected to the Internet, with the goal of having 30 of
them operating at all times. DDoSing is being repelled by analysing all nodes in
the network, and shutting off maliciously behaving nodes for 24 hours. In case the
CVN’s are targeted, the suggested solution is to interconnect them via proxies or
VPN’s.
The FairCoin blockchain has parameters, which can be adjusted dynamically,
such as the amount of transaction fee or the block size. They are managed by publicly
selected chain administrators, who validate decisions made by the FairCoin assembly
by signing them and sending them to the blockchain. All changes require a certain
number of administrators to sign it before it becomes valid. Once validated, the
parameters are saved in the blockchain itself. In addition to the parameters and
transactions, the blockchain also contains information about the CVN’s, the chain
administrators, and coin supply instruction data. The coin supply can be increased
if all chain administrators are willing to sign on it.
Since the block validation happens only by CVN’s without any further competition, FairCoin is also very energy efficient. The underlying technology also allows
organizations to create their own sub-chains that run alongside the main chain. All
users are recognized by their public address, which makes the level of anonymity
similar to the Bitcoin protocol.
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4.4.3

Development

FairCoin is fully open source, as it is based on the original Bitcoin client. The
system has a wallet available for desktops, smart phones, and web. The full code
base is published on Github at https://github.com/faircoin, though the pace of
development is quite slow nowadays.
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4.5

Yetta

Yetta [49] is a blockchain-based cryptocurrency and dApp platform, built on top
of the findings of European Union projects: D-CENT [50], DECODE [51], and
Commonfare [52].
Yetta has many similarities with Ethereum, as both of them are platforms for
operating dApps. Both have also their own languages for implementing smart
contracts – Solidity in Ethereum and yeti in Yetta. The major difference is the
consensus protocol: Ethereum uses Proof-of-Work (as of July of 2018), whereas Yetta
uses Proof-of-Trust, which is described below.
Yetta claims to be environmentally sustainable by supporting the United Nations
17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) [49].
4.5.1

Proof-of-Trust

Yetta implements its own consensus protocol, called the Proof-of-Trust (PoT) [53].
In practice, PoT is a combination of Proof-of-Stake and a 3-tiered Byzantine Fault
Tolerant (BFT) algorithm. Proof-of-Stake, as explained in 2, is a protocol where
a validator gets more credibility based on the stake they wager. The logic is that
by risking more of their own possessions, one has a bigger incentive to act honestly.
Table 1 elaborates how PoS and 3-tiered BFT are tied together in PoT.
Table 1: Roles of PoS and 3-tiered BFT in PoS [53].

Who writes the next block?
Who verifies the integrity of the block?
Who receives the consensus rewards?

PoS Algorithm
3-tiered BFT
All participating nodes; custom algorithm

In a typical BFT algorithm, the trusted nodes are predetermined, and thus
vulnerable to malicious intents of the party that controls the selection. In PoT, the
trusted nodes are selected based on the stake they wager in the block validation.
As mentioned above, PoT has three tiers in its agreement algorithm. The nodes
(Cyphernodes in Yetta lingo) in these three layers are determined by the stake
they wager: nodes that comprise the top 5% stake in the network are tier 1 (or
Meganodes). Nodes that comprise the next 27% of the stake in the network are tier 2
(or Mesonodes). The rest of the nodes are in tier 3, and they are called Micronodes.
The distribution is visualized in Figure 9.
Since Meganodes stake so much of their assets to validate new blocks, it is assumed
that they have the biggest incentive to act honestly. Therefore, once the Meganodes
tier reaches consensus, it is broadcasted to the network as an initial version of the
consensus. While this is not the definite consensus, as the Meganodes comprise of
only 5% of the nodes in the network, it should be accurate enough for use cases of
most applications. According to the Yetta [49], validation by Meganodes alone is over
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Figure 9: Distribution of node tiers in the Yetta network [53].
99.99% accurate. The benefit is speed, as gaining Meganode consensus is very fast
when compared to full consensus that is used in, for instance, Ethereum or Bitcoin.
For high value transactions and applications that require unanimous consensus, it is
simple to sacrifice this speed by waiting for all tiers to validate the block.
By producing valid blocks, Cyphernodes gain reputation score. The reputation
score is used together with the wagered stake to increase a block’s probability to
be selected as the creator of the next block. If a node produces invalid block, its
reputation score will be reseted to zero. To incentivize operating a Cyphernode,
successful block creators are rewarded with yetta. However, it seems it is not yet
decided whether this is done with newly minted tokens, or with transaction fees.
4.5.2

Technical Implementation

As described above, the backbone of Yetta is a network of nodes, called Cyphernodes.
The Cyphernodes broadcast and validate transactions, and create new blocks to
the ledger. There are three types of Cyphernodes: Meganodes, Mesonodes, and
Micronodes. Meganodes and Mesonodes are able to write new blocks to the chain.
Micronodes are the lightest nodes, and they can simply verify and broadcast transactions. They are designed to run on mobile devices, laptops, and desktop computers.
Mesonodes are designed to run on desktops and laptops, or data centers. They are
able to verify, sign, and write blocks, but may also run smart contracts. Meganodes
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are designed to do everything and run on data centers or on powerful standalone
computers.
Anyone can run any kind of Cyphernode, as the network is permissionless. However, in order to join other tiers than Micronodes, one must provide proof of sufficient
stake, reputation, and computing power.
Smart contracts and dApps in Yetta are comprised of a set of Smart rules, that
are written in a dialect of Lua [54], called yeti [55]. Yeti is executed on a Linux-based
operating system called DECODE OS, which has a built-in virtual machine capable
of executing yeti [56].
The privacy in Yetta is handled by adopting zk-SNARK proofs, which enable
transaction validation, but hide everything else about the transaction participants.
The added benefit of this is that the Cyphernodes do not have to download the whole
blockchain to validate transactions. Zk-SNARK is used in other blockchain-based
technologies as well, such as in Zerocash by Sasson et al. [57].
4.5.3

Development

Yetta is not yet in production, and is currently (July 2018) looking for additional
funding via an ICO. According to their roadmap, the Yetta blockchain and dApp
ecosystem should be in place by the end of 2019.
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4.6

Holochain

Holochain [58] is a distributed application platform, based on distributed hash tables
(DHT). Technically it is not a blockchain, but it is studied here anyway, as it aims to
solve in a similar manner the same problems as blockchain-based solutions. Whereas
most blockchains are based on the idea of a universal consensus, i.e., all full nodes
maintain the whole transaction ledger, holochain is based on the idea of agent-centric
approach. What this means is that nodes have only the data that is relevant to
themselves, and together they make up the full holochain. This is similar to how
BitTorrent [59] works. The upside of Holochain’s approach is scalability, whereas
the downside is that the resiliency of posted data is less than that of blockchains.
In essence, Holochain is a framework for distributed applications, and everything
that is in Holochain is an application (or an hApp as opposed to a dApp). In effect,
every app that is created is basically its own holochain. Therefore, as nodes can be
involved in multiple hApps, they can be part of multiple holochains. A metaphor for
this is that an application is a language – by installing the app, you learn to speak
the language of that application’s holochain and communicate with other nodes in
that particular holochain.
4.6.1

Distributed Validation

In order to enable trustless interaction between different nodes and their agent-specific
data, a validation system is needed; hence, Holochain utilizes an application-specific
validation system. This is implemented by including a set of validation rules, or
DNA in the Holochain lingo, in every hApp. Therefore, for instance in the case of
Holo [60, 61], which is a sort of native cryptocurrency on Holochain, each node needs
to track only its own transaction history. When nodes are ready to interact with
each other, all they need to check is that the transaction history of the other node is
valid according to the DNA.
If a malicious node tries to create, for instance, a transaction in the name of
someone else, other nodes will not accept it unless it checks out with the application’s
validation rules. Thus, it is important that there is a consensus on the DNA of an
hApp – malicious entries cannot be created if validation rules are followed.
In case the validation rules deny the action of a malicious user, other nodes
"gossip" about it to each other. Gossiping means sharing signed proof of the malicious
behavior. Other nodes can then validate that the proof is legitimate and share
the gossip. This creates a distributed data bank of malicious nodes, called the
immune system. Depending on the settings of an hApp, the application could stop
communicating altogether with the nodes whose actions have been found malicious.
4.6.2

Development

Holochain itself is written in the Go programming language [62], but hApps are
written in JavaScript and Lisp. This is an advantage compared to Ethereum and
its programming language, Solidity, since there are multitudes more of JavaScript
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developers than Solidity developers 5 . Holochain also claims to be cheaper and faster
than Ethereum 6 .
The development itself seems rather active, and version Alpha-1 was released
in May of 2018. The codebase is open source, licensed under GNU General Public
License v3.0.

5
6

https://www.tiobe.com/tiobe-index/
https://github.com/holochain/benchmarks
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5

Evaluation Criteria

The criteria that were used for evaluating the studied platforms is based on the
use case of City of Helsinki, which is presented in section 3. In addition to the
high-level requirements given by the City of Helsinki, they were modified and refined
by the author. The used criteria are briefly described in their own chapters below.
A summary of the criteria is presented in Table 5 along with their importance in the
overall evaluation.
Table 2: Evaluation criteria and their relative importance.
Criterion
Usability
Transparency
Privacy
Maturity
Value Model
Reputation System
Resource Consumption

5.1

Importance
high
low
average
high
high
high
average

Usability

Usability of the community currency is of essence for the use-case of City of Helsinki.
The currency is aimed for everyday use by the general population, so the expectation
is to gain at least as smooth a user experience that is achieved with conventional
payment methods, such as credit cards and cash. Therefore, the importance weight
of this criterion is high. The usability criteria is divided into three parts: transaction
time, availability, and ease of integration.
Transaction time in this context means the expected time between the user
creating a transaction, and receiving a confirmation of its completion. A good
response time is a few seconds at most [63]. This is used as a baseline for transaction
speed, after which the user experience is reduced drastically.
Availability in this context means the probability with which a valid transaction
succeeds. Typical cloud hosting companies offer 99.9% availability [64], which means
that the network is down 1 second per every 1,000 seconds on average. This availability
is used as a baseline here. On the other hand, an extremely good availability would
be 99.999%, or five-nines, which is achieved, for instance, by the US Public Switched
Telephone Network [65, 66]. Availability of a modern major credit card provider is
probably somewhere between these figures.
Ease of integration in this context means the ease of developers to integrate the
technology into a custom application. For instance, extensive developer documentation and easily integratable modules improve interoperability of a technology.
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5.2

Transparency

Transparency is usually the feature that blockchain-based technologies are known
for. As opposed to centralized money systems such as traditional banks that hide all
transactions in their private databases, blockchain-based solutions typically embrace
visibility by saving every transaction in a public ledger that anyone can validate and
maintain. Therefore, blockchain-based technologies are most suitable for situations
where other users are not trusted. An example of this is election in an unstable
area – instead of being at the mercy of the party that counts the votes, all votes are
publicly available in an immutable form, so nobody needs to trust anybody else to
validate the voting results.
However, in the scope of the City of Helsinki, transparency that is usually required
of blockchain-based technologies is not necessarily needed. Finland in general is
one of the least-corrupted countries in the world, and public’s trust in Helsinki is
high [67]. Additionally, as users would not be required to pay for their tokens, the
sums in the system would probably be rather small, and they cannot be directly
exchanged to fiat currencies, there is not much to be lost in the unlikely event that
Helsinki siphons all tokens. Nevertheless, implementing a transparent community
currency system could further improve the trustworthy image of Helsinki. Despite
this potential upside, the importance of transparency in this comparison is low.

5.3

Privacy

One of the features many blockchain-based currencies strive to achieve is the
anonymity of their users. While this is typically implemented for noble reasons
like enabling safe money transfers for activists, it is also embraced by criminals [68].
Anonymous cryptocurrencies have made it easy to do money laundering and finance
other illegal activities. This conundrum poses a challenge to implement anonymity
so that financial institutions are able to comply with KYC and AML regulations, yet
hide the identity of a user from other parties. In addition to financial regulations,
the platform should be compatible with the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) required by the European Union.
In the use case of the City of Helsinki, pseudonymity should be enough, as long
as it is sufficiently difficult to connect transactions and real-life identities. Therefore
the importance of this category is average – a certain level of privacy is required, but
it does not have to be fully anonymous.

5.4

Maturity

Maturity in this context means the actual development of the evaluated platform,
its roadmap, its backers, the networks maintenance, and its stability.
The City of Helsinki is a public organization with an interest towards open source
software. Therefore it is mandatory for the platform to be licensed as open source.
The development should be ongoing and active. This can be measured by
evaluating, for instance, GitHub stars and commit frequency, which indicate the
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popularity of the technology. In addition to the current pace of development, there
should be a reasonable roadmap in place, and the organization driving the platform’s
development should be sustainable enough to make it less risky to use the platform.
The network or community around the platform should also have enough users to
maintain its usability.

5.5

Value Model

As discussed in chapter 2, there are multiple ways to design an alternative money
system. In the case of the City of Helsinki, the plan is to create a system where users
create value to the community by completing community benefiting tasks, or even
by performing sports activities (as it is a way to encourage people to take care of
their health). Thus, the created value is mostly societal and not directly economical.
The tokens are rewarded to participants by city representatives after reviewing
the completed task. Therefore, the platform should allow token awarding by the
managing party of the community, or in other words, City of Helsinki. There are
different ways to implement this, but the most important thing is that it is suitable
for the use case of City of Helsinki. The importance of this category is high.

5.6

Reputation System

Reputation system in this context means a reputation score that is tracked for each
user alongside their token balance. The reputation score of a user would represent
how well they have performed in serving the community, and it could be used, for
example, to give them higher influence in community-wide votes. Reputation is
earned by completing tasks set by the community – the better one performs the task,
the more reputation they earn. Unlike tokens, reputation is not transferable.
For the use case of City of Helsinki, a resource system is very desirable. Thus, an
out of the box solution for reputation system gives high points for a platform. The
importance of this category is high.

5.7

Resource Consumption

Resource consumption in this context comprises of all involved costs of operating
and using the platform and its overall environmental friendliness. Low transaction
and operating costs, small initial investment, and good energy-efficiency yield a good
score in this category.
The way the open-city-app is envisioned, the community currency service is
wanted to keep free for the users. Therefore, the City of Helsinki would pay for
possible transaction costs. However, unless the transaction costs get drastically high,
this should pose no problem as the project is funded by the city. Helsinki is also
committed to lower energy consumption and taking care of the environment, and it
is desirable for the community currency platform to share these goals [69].
Even though the resource consumption should be kept in check, it is not mandatory
in the scope of this use case to get the absolute cheapest operating costs and lowest
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power consumption available. Therefore the importance of this category is average.
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6

Comparison

The previous two sections introduced the platforms studied in this thesis, as well as
the evaluation criteria. This section evaluates the platforms based on the criteria.
Table 3 collects the platform rankings on a three level scale of worst, average, and
best. The total score of a platform is calculated on a scale of 0.0–1.0 with the formula
∑N

Wi Ri − N
i=1 Wi
,
∑N
(Rmax − 1) · i=1 Wi
i=1

∑

(4)

where N is the number of criteria, Wi is the weight of criterion i, Ri is the rating of
the platform in criterion i, and Rmax is the maximum rating. Weight of a criteria
(as presented in section 5) is converted to integers by using a simple rule: low=1,
average=2, and high=3. Ratings are converted similarly: worst=1, average=2, and
best=3.
Table 3: Summary of platform comparison. 0 is the worst and 1 the best total score.
Usability
Transparency
Privacy
Maturity
Value Model
Reputation System
Resource Consumption
Total (scale of 0.0 to 1.0)

6.1

Trustlines
average
worst
best
average
best
worst
worst
0.47

Stellar Colony
best
average
best
best
best
best
best
average
best
best
worst
best
best
worst
0.82
0.71

FairCoin
worst
average
best
average
worst
worst
average
0.29

Yetta Holochain
?7
best
best
average
best
best
worst
average
average
average
worst
average
best
best
0.468
0.71

Usability

Usability is broken down into three aspects: transaction speed, availability, and
interoperability. Baselines for the aspects are: transaction speed of max 5 s and
availability of 99.9%. Interoperability of a platform in this context means the ease of
integrating it into other services and applications, and it is evaluated subjectively.
Out of the evaluated platforms Colony and Trustlines run on top of Ethereum,
which falls short of expectations for a modern payment system with its average
transaction time of about 15 seconds [70]. The availability of the Ethereum main
net should be sufficient enough to meet our baseline, but the off-chain components
of both platforms are mysteries in this regard. However, they are given the benefit
of doubt, and therefore are not penalized for this. When it comes to interoperability,
both Colony and Trustlines offer some developer documentation, and API’s that
should make them easily integratable into applications. As a result of these features,
the usability of Colony and Trustlines is rated average.
7
8

Yetta is not yet live, so it is meaningless to try to assess its usability rating
The total score of Yetta is computed by discarding the Usability score.
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Stellar, thanks to its consensus protocol with trusted nodes, resolves transactions
much faster, in 2–5 seconds on average. This is acceptable according to our baseline.
By all indicators, the availability of Stellar should also meet our baseline. The developer documentation of Stellar is superb compared to the other evaluated platforms,
and its API should be rather easily integratable to existing systems. Therefore, the
usability rating of Stellar is best.
FairCoin is the slowest of the evaluated platforms. A new block, as of July of
2018, is created every 3 minutes, which is unsuitable for credit card-like payment
systems. When it comes to availability, FairCoin seems to perform rather well, as
its CVN’s are actively online, and there are mechanisms in place to mitigate the
effects of potential DDoS attacks. As of interoperability, FairCoin is very similar to
Bitcoin. Therefore, it should work well with existing wallet software, but doesn’t
offer any customizability out of the box. Based on these findings, the usability score
of FairCoin is evaluated as worst.
Yetta promises nearly real-time confirmation for most transactions, which is
possible due to its Proof-of-Trust consensus protocol. However, its availability and
interoperability are unknown. Therefore, Yetta’s usability ranking is unknown.
Holochain is an interesting technology, as it can basically operate with the speed
of a traditional centralized solution since there is no block creation mechanism to
act as a bottleneck. It is difficult to assess the availability of Holochain, as it may
vary from hApp to hApp, based on how widely adopted they are. When it comes
to interoperability, Holochain should be very developer-friendly, as it allows a high
degree of customization. The overall usability rating of Holochain is therefore best.

6.2

Transparency

The transparency criterion measures how decentralized the platform is and how
trackable transactions and events are in it.
The transparency aspect of Trustlines Network is somewhat difficult to assess, as
the conducted interview [22] raised some questions about its level of decentralization
when compared to the operating model conveyed by the whitepaper. Based on the
whitepaper, the currency networks in Trustlines Network are operating on top of
Ethereum with an off-chain layer of relay servers. However, the interview left an
impression that a typical currency network would operate completely off-chain in a
private network, with an option to connect it to Ethereum in the future. How these
private networks would operate was left without a definite answer. This unclarity
makes the transparency rating of Trustlines Network worst.
Stellar utilizes Stellar Consensus Protocol as its consensus protocol, which is not
fully decentralized, as some nodes are trusted more than others. These nodes are
explicitly defined by the admins based on the configured quorum sets. All blocks
are publicly reviewable, which makes it easier for anyone to validate them and thus
enhances transparency. The transparency rating of Stellar is best.
Colony runs on top of Ethereum, which is a widely adopted framework. Therefore,
Colony can be labeled as well decentralized, and its transactions can be tracked. The
reputation is tracked off-chain, which requires some trust in the reputation miners.
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However, the reputation can be derived from the on-chain state deterministically,
and it is always possible to detect faulty reputation submissions, so this is not seen
as a serious issue. The transparency rating of Colony is best.
FairCoin users are required to trust in CVN operators, who are chosen from active
members of the FairCoop. The CVN’s create and validate all blocks, which gives
them a lot of influence in the network. Furthermore, the goal is to have only about
30 of them operating at all times, which is a relatively low number of validating
nodes compared to, for instance, Bitcoin or Ethereum. Thus, it can be argued that
FairCoin is vulnerable to potential malicious intents by the appointed FairCoop
members. Even though FairCoop is an open cooperative, the operating model of
FairCoin reduces its level of decentralization. However, the whole FairCoin ledger
is openly available for anyone to track online9 , which is a transparency increasing
feature. The transparency rating of Colony is average due to the centralized block
creation.
Yetta uses its own consensus protocol, Proof-of-Trust, where fast response times
are achieved by trusting Meganodes to act honestly. While this makes the blockchain
somewhat more centralized, fully decentralized validation can be demanded by simply
accepting the tradeoff in slower response times. The full blockchain is available for
download and validation publicly. The transparency rating of Yetta is best.
Holochain is very decentralized, as nodes are responsible for validating their own
data. However, as there is no common consensus, the data is sharded and thus more
difficult to aggregate. Therefore, the transparency rating of Holochain is average.

6.3

Privacy

The privacy criterion measures how well the user identities are hidden by the technology. It is decided that in the scope of thesis, Bitcoin-like pseudonymity is a good
enough privacy layer.
Colony and Trustlines are implemented on top of Ethereum, and thus enjoy the
same privacy scheme. In other words, users are identified by their address, which is
on par with our baseline. Therefore, the privacy aspect of Colony and Trustlines is
rated best.
FairCoin utilizes hash pseudonyms for nodes, in the style of Bitcoin. This satisfies
our set baseline, so the privacy of FairCoin is rated best.
Stellar is compatible with Know Your Customer (KYC) and Anti-Money Laundeting (AML) regulations, which require financial institutions and such to record
personal information about the network users. However, this is ultimately an optional
feature – in the end, the ledger in Stellar works like in Bitcoin, i.e., the users are
identified by the public key hash. Therefore, per our baseline, the privacy of Stellar
is rated best.
Yetta utilizes the zk-SNARK concept to encrypt all transactions in the network.
This effectively enables a system where nothing, not even public keys, are shared in
the ledger – validating of a transaction can be done without revealing any details.
9

https://chain.fair.to
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The same scheme is used in, for instance, zCash. Due to this feature, the privacy
rating of Yetta is best.
Holochain does not enforce any sharing of personal information whatsoever, and
thus its privacy rating is best.

6.4

Maturity

The maturity criterion is set out to evaluate the activity relate to its usage and
development, and whether or not the codebase is open sourced.
Trustlines has gone through a lot of changes according to the interview detailed in
section 2 [22]. It launched a limited version on Ethereum testnet on June 2018. The
company behind Trustlines Network, brainbot technologies AG, which, according
to the conducted interview, has secured funding for development for the foreseeable
future. The codebase at Github10 is fairly active as of August of 2018. Although
the funding and fairly active Github codebase are promising signs, the turbulent
impression left by the platform reduces its maturity rating to average.
Colony is open sourced and is under active development. They recently released
a JavaScript port of their library, and released a limited version of the platform on
an Ethereum testnet. Therefore, it is apparent that the platform is making progress
towards implementing the platform envisioned in the Colony whitepaper. However,
as the platform is not yet live, and is testable only in a limited manner, its maturity
ranking is average at best.
Stellar has an open sourced codebase which is actively developed based on the
number of commits in Github. It is live in production and also offers a test network
for developers. Other intangibles include multiple prestigious backers and partners,
including major financial institutions. The maturity of Stellar is therefore rated best.
FairCoin is open sourced and is in production. However, based on the block
tracker11 its usage is rather low. The codebase is updated occasionally, but overall it
seems that there is not much activity around this project. Based on these notions,
the maturity of FairCoin is rated average.
Yetta is still in its initial development phase, and is not open sourced or available
to the public. Therefore, its maturity is rated worst.
Holochain is open sourced, and it is released as an alpha version as of September
of 2018. Developer documentation for Holochain seems quite good, and there seems
to be moderate interest towards it. Although it has not gotten the traction of, for
instance Stellar, it still has a somewhat promising start. Based on these findings, its
maturity rating is average.

6.5

Value Model

The value model of a platform should be suitable for the use-case of the City of
Helsinki. This means that a platform has to support a scheme where the city
representatives are able to reward tokens to users committing some valuable deeds.
10
11

https://github.com/trustlines-network
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Trustlines utilizes credit circles, i.e., a network of IOU’s where members are both
debtors and creditors. If we think how this model could be applied to the case of
the City of Helsinki, one way to do it could be to make the City of Helsinki sort of
a "central bank", which credits any of its users as much as they have earned. This
should be a rather straightforward model to implement, thus yielding the rating best.
Colony has perhaps the most natural value creation model for a community
currency: users complete tasks that pay out tokens based on how well done it is
deemed during the review process. This could work in the use case of City of Helsinki
by giving the city employees power to create and review tasks, and reward users
based on them. In addition, the colony has the power to mint an arbitrary number
of tokens, which ensures that there will always be a sufficient supply of tokens to be
rewarded even if the demand grows. Therefore, the value model rating of Colony is
rated best.
Stellar operates on a very straightforward basis: a certain amount of tokens is
minted in the beginning, and they are then distributed from a central node. This
model is easy and efficient to set up, and the role of the City of Helsinki is to just
distribute the initially minted tokens. Therefore, the value model rating of Stellar is
best.
FairCoin operates in a sense like Bitcoin – there are a certain number of tokens
in circulation. This makes the currency universal, as the token is the same for every
community that uses FairCoin. However, the cost of setting up a FairCoin-based
community currency can be rather steep for a use-case like the City of Helsinki, as
the organizing party has to purchase enough FairCoin to be able to distribute them
to users. This renders the FairCoin a sub-optimal platform for a community currency
in the mold of the use case of the City of Helsinki. Therefore, the value model rating
of FairCoin is worst.
Yetta is a platform for building dApps like Ethereum. Thus, it is left to the
developer to create a value model suitable for them. While this gives a lot of leeway
in the implementation, it’s also something that is not readily available out of the
box. Therefore, the value model rating of Yetta is average.
Holochain is an interesting case from the point of view of value model. It resembles
Ethereum more than a specific application built for creating community currencies.
Therefore, developers are free to implement a value model most suitable for their use
case. The downside of this is the extra work needed to develop the system, as it is
not an out of the box feature. Due to this, the value model rating is rated as average.

6.6

Reputation System

The reputation system criterion simply measures whether or not the platform has an
out-of-the-box solution for tracking user reputation along with their token balances.
None of Trustlines, Stellar, or FairCoin have a reputation system built into them.
Thus, all of their reputation system ratings are worst.
Colony has a built-in reputation system, which rewards users with reputation
whenever they complete tasks successfully. The reputation in Colony decays over
time, which puts greater emphasis on recent contributions. The reputation is divided
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into different domains, or skills, which give it context. Therefore, its reputation
system rating is best.
Yetta implements its own kind of reputation system – however, it is used in block
creation and is therefore not quite what is meant with a reputation system in this
research. Thus, it is the responsibility of the dApp built on top of Yetta to implement
its own reputation system. Due to this, the reputation system rating of Yetta is
deemed worst.
Holochain is an Ethereum-like platform, which means that implementing a
reputation system is left to the developer. While this enables all kinds of possibilities,
reputation system is not included in hApps out of the box. Therefore, the reputation
system rating of Holochain is average.

6.7

Resource Consumption

The resource consumption criterion measures the energy consumption and operating
costs associated with the platform.
Trustlines runs on top of Ethereum and is thus under the same transaction costs
and energy consumption. In addition, the relay layer of Trustlines takes a fee on
transactions, which raises the operating costs a little bit. However, as the operating
costs of Ethereum are rather steep, the resource consumption rating of Trustlines is
rated worst.
Stellar tariffs negligibly small transaction fees, so operating a community currency
in Stellar Network is very cost efficient. In addition, its consensus protocol, SCP, is
very energy efficient when compared to, for instance, Proof-of-Work. Based on these
facts, the resource consumption rating of Stellar is best.
Colony runs on top of Ethereum, so it is subject to the fees and energy consumption
of that framework. Additionally, a percent of all transactions is paid as fees to the
Common Colony, which auctions the levied tokens once a month. It may be necessary
for the maintainer to buy the levied tokens back at their face value to prevent users
getting cheap tokens without earning them by completing tasks. This potentially
increases the operating costs for a Colony based community currency. The reputation
mining in Colony works similarly to proof-of-stake, which is a rather energy efficient
solution. Based on these facts, the resource consumption rating of Colony is worst.
FairCoin utilizes a very centralized block creation and validation scheme, which
makes its energy consumption very low. In addition, the transaction costs are small.
However, in order to operate a custom community currency based on FairCoin, a
sufficient amount of FairCoin must be purchased by the maintaining party. While
the price of FairCoin is relatively low, compared to many other cryptocurrencies, the
need to purchase them adds some extra costs. Therefore, the resource consumption
rating of FairCoin is average.
Yetta utilizes a traditional blockchain model, where a transaction fee is paid on
every transaction. However, as the Yetta network uses PoT as its consensus protocol
of choice, its energy consumption should be drastically low than the platforms that
use, for instance, PoW. Due to these facts, the resource consumption rating of Yetta
is best.
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Holochain utilizes node-specific data rather than enforces a common consensus,
which effectively means that there are no transaction fees. In addition, the electricity
consumption should be extremely low. Based on these features, Holochain’s resource
consumption rating is rated best.
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7

Discussion

In this chapter, the research’s findings are discussed, used methods are critically
analyzed, and ideas for future work are presented.

7.1

Findings

Based on the findings of this research, Stellar is the most suitable platform out of the
evaluated technologies for implementing community currencies with the requirements
of the City of Helsinki. According to the literature review, Stellar is quite mature
and efficient, which make it an attractive platform for implementing a real-world
test of a community currency. Stellar is followed by Colony and Holochain, which
are promising platforms as well, but not yet mature enough to be considered for
systems in production. Especially Holochain seems extremely interesting, as it
enables implementing decentralized applications without any apparent scaling issues.
However, despite all the promising developments, it can be deducted that
blockchain-based platforms are still in their early stages, and therefore not quite yet
polished enough to be considered as the base of a major complementary currency. It
will be interesting to see the next breakthroughs in blockchain and DLT development,
and how the scalability issues will be fixed. As of now, the biggest problems for DLT
platforms are gaining enough active nodes, and achieving good enough performance
without sacrificing decentralization too much.
Currently the only proven dApp platform is Ethereum, but it is slow and expensive
by our standards. As a first mover, it has a head start versus its competitors, but
unless it can significantly improve its performance and resource consumption, it
will probably fade away. The same will probably be true for other PoW-based
implementations as well, with maybe Bitcoin being the lone exception; systems
based on PoW are simply too slow and expensive to maintain a system requiring fast
validation and large throughput. Therefore, systems like Bitcoin resemble digital
gold more than digital cash. As FairCoin is based on this schema, but is specifically
aimed to not to have any speculative value, it will probably fade away rather soon.
Based on these facts, it was difficult to find mature enough platforms for evaluation.
This maturity issue was evident for instance in the case of Trustlines Network, which
seemingly has slightly pivoted in their implementation after the release of their white
paper draft. This raised some concern that the information found on the platforms
was already outdated. While this is understandable – after all the innovation in these
projects is mainly done by companies, NGO’s, and open source communities rather
than academia – the latency between the white papers and actual implementation
proved somewhat frustrating. To make matters worse, the research was mostly
conducted by relying on information found on web sites and blogs to complement
the information found on white papers, which occasionally contradicted each other.
All in all, the field evolves so fast that during the time it took to write this thesis,
which is approximately nine months, there have been many new innovations and
refinements to the existing platforms. This made keeping up with the current state
of the platforms somewhat difficult.
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Adding to the frustrating issues found during the research, the amount of misleading information about platforms was staggering. It is apparent that the recent
hype around Bitcoin has influenced a plethora of new cryptocurrencies, which unfortunately has attracted parties seeking quick profits. This has led to a number of
half-baked attempts to create a credible-looking platforms, which can be used for
ICO’s to make the founders rich. Having to go through platforms like this made
researching cumbersome, as for every legitimate technology there are a dozen poor
platforms or straight-up scams.
When thinking of blockchains and other DLT’s in general, they certainly have a
great potential to disrupt the economic conventions that have been prevalent in the
past centuries. However, the implementations currently available are still unsuitable
to serve in speed critical applications such as cash replacement. They require more
innovation in terms of scaling the platforms. Also, although not in the scope of
this research, information technology poses always security risks, and they could be
difficult to mitigate in the public networks where sensitive data is transferred.

7.2

Problems and Critique

When it comes to the selection of the evaluated platforms, it has to be mentioned
that the decision to include Yetta was questionable. This is partly due to it not
being live or open sourced yet, but also due to its web site being rather misleading
on its EU ties, which became apparent after conducting some research on it. The
way Yetta advertises it being “recommended by the EU” is most curious, as the
recommendation in question is more of a side note in one report by a EU-funded
project. The fact that Yetta web site and related resources emphasize this part quite
heavily seemed suspicious, but once found out about, the research was already so far
along that it made more sense to keep Yetta in the thesis than remove it.
Information on Trustlines proved to be contradicting at times. To elaborate, it was
left unclear how they are going to solve Ether exchange and so on, and the relay server
layer posed some uncertainties. The interview with the Trustlines representative
could have been better prepared for, which falls on the author. Interviewing in
general is a skill that was perhaps overlooked while gathering information. As the
field is still very novel, relying mostly on available literature was possibly a mistake
which could have been averted by placing more emphasis on interviews with people
in the know of the platforms and the DLT scene.
Due to these problems with the literature review approach, it would probably
have made more sense to focus on a smaller set of platforms and evaluate them
empirically. This could have been done, for instance, by implementing a proof of
concept on a complementary currency, and then evaluating how straightforward the
process was and how well the documentation is.
Some platforms were rejected due to them being "too general", which is perhaps a
bit unfair, as Holochain was included despite being rather general as well. Therefore,
perhaps some of the rejected platforms should have deserved a second look, given
more time on the research part.
Also, the criteria set used in this thesis was also a bit artificial by nature. The
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use case of the City of Helsinki was chosen primarily out of desire to tie the research
to some real-world problem in order to get a realistic set of criteria. However, the
Helsinki case was in a very early stage, and its scope had not been properly thought
out. Furthermore, it was apparent that the project probably does not require the
use of decentralized implementation, and a traditional centralized solution under the
governance of the city officials would be more efficient and sensible.
Instead of the criteria for the City of Helsinki, the criteria set could have been
constructed, for instance, to solve an imaginary use case where decentralization
would be more desired.

7.3

Future work

When thinking about the future of blockchain-based complementary currencies,
this research leaves the author with mixed feelings. On the one hand, DLT’s have
developed at a very rapid pace, which indicates more significant breakthroughs being
made in the near-future. On the other hand, there are multiple questions surrounding
the technologies and their scalability, as running dApps in Ethereum main chain is
slow and relatively expensive as of now. The alternatives are still very immature,
and not "battle-tested".
Future work could be conducted by doing an extended project with the top three
technologies: Stellar, Colony, and Holochain. It would be interesting to find and
compare the actual shortcomings of these platforms, and how developer friendly they
are. Also, a tangible complementary currency implementation would give a better
feel on the performance aspects of the technologies. Personally the author was very
impressed with Holochain, which has lots of potential, as it solves scalability in an
innovative and novel way.
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8

Conclusions

In this chapter, the research is summarized and the research question is answered.
The motivation for the thesis was to help increase the robustness of the monetary
system by introducing ways to implement community currencies with blockchainbased technologies. The research went over the basics of blockchain and community
currency concepts, and discussed the ways they could be used together. After that,
the research methods were discussed. The evaluated platforms were described in a
rather high-level and concise manner, after which the used set of evaluation criteria
was introduced. Finally, the researched platforms were evaluated by ranking them
using the evaluation criteria. The comparison found that Stellar Network was the
most suitable evaluated platform for implementing community currencies. Holochain
and Colony came in second place, based on the conducted comparison.
The research question of this thesis was How useful are current blockchain-based
platforms for implementing community currencies from the perspective of the City of
Helsinki? To answer this, it has to be said that the current platforms are perhaps too
immature still to be used in a community currency project like the City of Helsinki.
Also, in all fairness the use case of the City of Helsinki probably does not need a
decentralized solution.
However, there is a lot of interest towards blockchain-based technologies, and
they are developed at a very fast pace, which are promising signs for their future.
The main problems left to solve are scalability-related issues. Based on this research,
it was deemed that the current leader in dApp platforms, Ethereum, requires renewal
in order to stay relevant for community currencies in the future, or else some novel
platform might take its place.
To conclude, the overall impression about the blockchain and DLT scene after
conducting this research was positive. The initial hype after the cryptocurrency boom
of 2017 seems to have somewhat died down, which hopefully discourages scammers
from entering the scene. This gives space for the legitimate DLT developers to
innovate and develop their products. With an innovation as disruptive as blockchains,
it can be expected that the actual "killer application" gets developed in the third or
fourth wave (with Bitcoin representing first wave and Ethereum second wave). Unless
the field goes to an "AI-winter" type of scenario, it can be expected that dApps will
become main stream in the near future. As the world is anyway getting increasingly
digitized at a rapid pace, it is natural to assume that the future of currencies will
also be fully electronic, which would make adopting decentralized currencies easier.
The technology is not there yet, but the direction is right, and it will be exciting to
see how the it continues to evolve and mature.
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Rejected platforms
Table A1: Rejected platforms.
Platform
CollectiveOne
Waves platform
Ellcrys
Hullcoin
Hyperledger
Ontology
M.I.T TNB
D-Cent
Freicoin
Dock.io
Social Coin
Chronobank
WeTrust
Aragon
Blockstack
Gnosis
Radix
Covee

Reason for rejection
Lack of resources
Unclarity on the scope
Focuses on software projects
Lack of resources
Too general
Lack of resources at the time of research
Perceived untrustworthiness
Perceived inactivity
Lack of resources
Focuses on sharing personal information
Lack of resources
Focuses on recruitment
Lack of resources
Too general
Too general
Focuses on prediction markets
Not open source
Lack of resources at the time of research

